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EDITORIAL 
For the past eight years the editors of Historiu Mathematics, Esther Phillips 
apcd I, have overseen the quarterly production of this journal, originally founded in 
14174 by Kenneth 0. May of the University of Toronto. During this period 32 
isisues of the journal have appeared, containing more than 250 articles, nearly 300 
book reviews, and more than 5000 abstracts, in addition to numerous notes and 
ajmouncements, all in an effort to cover every possible aspect of the history of 
mathematics and to provide an international forum for publication in a field which 
hitherto lacked its own journal. These years also witnessed substantial changes in 
tbe size, scope, and format of Historia Muthemuticu, most notably the shift in 
11884 from a typescript to a typeset format. Not only has typesetting furnished the 
jcurnal with a handsomer, more professional appearance, but the economy of 
space it affords has allowed us to accept articles considerably longer than was 
pl-eviously possible. No less important is the ability typesetting offers for present- 
ia g a wide range of mathematical symbols, complicated equations, and foreign 
alphabets with relative ease. 
Nothing reflects the current success of the journal better than its readership, 
d hich during these years has risen significantly. The journal is read worldwide and 
h&s fulfilled the promise made in its first issue to establish Historia Muthemuticu 
as the primary international vehicle for communicating the latest research and 
most up-to-date news in the history of mathematics and allied disciplines. 
More than a year ago, however, the present editors decided that the time was 
qppropriate to pass on the demands of producing the journal to others who might 
bring new ideas and perspectives to its publication. After careful deliberation over 
the past twelve months, the Executive Committee of the International Commis- 
&on on the History of Mathematics has named Eberhard Knobloch, Professor of 
Mathematics and the History of Science at the Technische Universitgt, Berlin, 
and Helena Pycior, Professor of History and the History of Science at the Univer- 
sity of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, as Editor and Managing Editor, respectively. In 
making this announcement at the XVIIth International Congress of History of 
9 cience at Berkeley, California, Christoph J. Scriba, Chairman of the Interna- 
t; onal Commission, also indicated that Professors Knobloch and Pycior will as- 
8ume their new responsibilities beginning January 1, 1986, for the first issue of 
Volume 13. Consequently, this is the last editorial I shall write as Editor of 
diistoriu Muthemuticu. Likewise, this is the final issue of the journal that Profes- 
sor Phillips and I shall have edited. 
There is always a nostalgic moment in any changing of the guard when those 
still in charge look back with a mixed sense of relief, knowing what has been 
l.ccomplished over the years despite obstacles, difficulties, and occasional near 
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catastrophies, and a deep sense of gratitude to the many contributors and col- 
leagues who have striven to help make the journal a success. Above all, Professor 
Phillips and I do not edit the journal alone, but with the close cooperation of two 
colleagues whose responsibilities involve the same quarterly deadlines that the 
rest of the journal faces. We are pleased to note our special thanks to Judy V. 
Grabiner, Book Review Editor, and to Albert C. Lewis, Abstracts Editor, both of 
whom I am happy to report will continue in their current editorial capacities. 
Deserving similar credit, the entire Board of Associate Editors has played an 
integral role in bringing new material to the journal and in helping to ensure or 
improve the quality of articles submitted for publication. Working with the edito- 
rial board has been one of the special pleasures of editing Historia Mathematics. 
Not only has it been a privilege to work with a distinguished group of Associate 
Editors drawn from the full spectrum of specialties within the history of mathe- 
matics, but we also have learned much from them, individually and collectively. 
Both Professor Phillips and I are grateful for the time they have given, whenever 
called upon, to contribute their expertise to the interests of the journal. The 
Associate Editors have always been supportive, often overworked, and usually 
prompt; we owe them our heartfelt appreciation. 
For the fiscal and logistic means necessary to produce a quarterly journal of the 
size and reputation of Historia Mathematics, the Editors are indebted to the City 
University of New York. Herbert H. Lehman College, CUNY, has generously 
furnished office support and released time from our normal teaching duties with- 
out which it would have been impossible for Professor Phillips and me to serve as 
editors. Leonard Lief, President of the College, and Professor Richard A. Gerber, 
Chairman of the History Department, have consistently given their full backing to 
the journal, and we are pleased to note here their interest and many kindnesses on 
our behalf. 
Academic Press has been responsible for the actual preparation, publication, 
and distribution of Historia Mathematics. Both Professor Phillips and I have 
found it a special pleasure to work with the Journal Production Department, 
which has one of the most competent and efficient staffs of its kind anywhere. 
Working with such a thoroughly professional group of women and men has made 
the day-to-day business of producing a quarterly publication as rewarding as it 
could possibly have been. We wish to express our deep appreciation to the mem- 
bers of the staff. The editors could not have produced a quality journal without 
their constant help, care, and commitment. 
Editors, however, do not survive on quarterly issues alone. In addition to 
material support we have enjoyed the encouragement and advice of colleagues 
and friends. The list of individuals to whom we are personally indebted, whether 
directly or indirectly, is considerable. I have especially valued, however, the 
experience of other editors. Among them, warm thanks go to I. Bernard Cohen 
(who as an Associate Editor has aided the journal from the beginning) and Robert 
P. Multhauf-both former editors of Isis; to David P. Willis, editor of Hedth and 
Society; and to Ivor Grattan-Guinness (also a founding Associate Editor of Histo- 
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rid Mathematics), formerly editor of Annals of Science and now editor of History 
afid Philosophy of Logic. Their suggestions and advice over the years, based upon 
th:ir own personal experiences as editors, have been greatly appreciated. 
I could not write this editorial, nor in fact would I now be in the position to do 
so, were it not for Kenneth 0. May, to whom I owe a special acknowledgment. 
My earliest association with Historia Mathematics goes back, as it does for many 
of us, to the early Notae de Historia Mathematics, a newsletter Professor May 
began in 1971 to lay the foundations for this journal. The newsletter was free of 
ctiarge and was printed only five times before Historin Mathematics made its 
appearance in 1974. A year later Professor May asked if I would serve as Book 
R:view Editor for materials in German, and for a while Carl Boyer, Judy Gra- 
biner, Kenneth May, and I constituted an editorial quadriga responsible for as- 
sembling the book reviews for each issue. 
A year later, Professor May suggested I assume the position of Managing Edi- 
tar. Knowing I could expect to learn a great deal from him about editing a schol- 
arly journal, I accepted. I also began to understand the diplomatic complexities of 
administering an international academic enterprise, while becoming aware of the 
idrportance of planning in advance to promote the healthy growth and profession- 
alization of the history of mathematics as a newly expanding discipline. 
In the fall of 1977 I left City University on a leave of absence to spend the year 
ai a fellow at the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton. In my absence from 
Lehman College, my colleague Esther Phillips agreed to assume the day-to-day 
business of overseeing the New York office, and was accordingly appointed As- 
si stant Editor of Historia Mathematics. Within three months, however, Professor 
May had died of an unexpected heart attack (see the notices in HM S(1) (1978), l- 
12; also Charles V. Jones, Philip C. Enros, and Henry S. Tropp, “Kenneth 0. 
May, 1915-1977,” covering his early life to 1946, in HM ll(4) (1984), 358-393). 
Overnight Esther Phillips became interim Managing Editor, and I was responsi- 
hle as interim Editor for negotiating with the journal’s office in Toronto about the 
material due in New York in time for the February 1978 issue. Throughout the 
difficult period of transition, as the journal moved from its office at the University 
cf Toronto to New York City, Laura Roebuck, Professor May’s Editorial and 
Administrative Assistant, was indispensable in helping to orchestrate the smooth 
f ow of information and material to New York. Within six months, having sur- 
l,eyed various possibilities, the Executive Committee of the International Com- 
mission on the History of Mathematics asked Professor Phillips and me to as- 
fume, officially, the positions we had filled on an interim basis for a full four-year 
term. For this first vote of confidence (and its renewal four years later at the 
:<VIth International Congress of History of Science in Bucharest in 1981) we are 
most grateful, especially when we consider the opportunities it has given us to 
promote the history of mathematics around the world. 
In all of this Christoph J. Scriba of the Institut fur Geschichte der Naturwissen- 
t’chaften, Mathematik und Technik of the University of Hamburg, and Chairman of 
the International Commission on the History of Mathematics (which is responsi- 
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ble for publishing Historia Mathematics) has been a consistent source of encour- 
agement and support, Over the years he has played a substantive role in dealing 
on the journal’s behalf with Academic Press, and his commitment to excellence, 
to promoting the international aspirations of the journal, and to increasing circula- 
tion (while minimizing expense to subscribers) has been time-consuming yet con- 
sistently praiseworthy. In particular, he has proven especially thorough in over- 
seeing (twice) the very important search for new editors to carry on the work of 
the journal. For the past eight years, Professor Scriba has served both the Com- 
mission and the journal with imagination, vigor, and distinction, and his example 
will be a difficult one to follow. 
Finally, the last and most important expression of gratitude 1 wish to make in 
this valedictory editorial is reserved for my colleague, Esther Phillips. When she 
agreed to serve as the journal’s Assistant Editor in 1977, she was being generous 
in committing herself to the journal, but could not have foreseen that it would 
soon become a full-time position. Had she been unwilling to continue as Managing 
Editor, the journal would have suffered a severe loss. 
Everyone who has worked with Esther Phillips over the past eight years knows 
that she has been devoted in her capacity as Managing Editor to the ideals of clear 
thinking and cogent expression. These are ideals we both share, and we trust they 
have been reflected in our co-editing of Historia Mathematics and in the quality of 
writing in the articles we have published. Our collaboration has been especially 
valuable to me because I have been able to rely upon her judgment and advice 
whenever there were difficult editorial decisions to be made concerning the jour- 
nal. To Professor Phillips I owe my sincerest thanks. 
One last note to all our readers: both Esther Phillips and I are grateful for the 
kind expressions of appreciation many have sent as we end our two terms as 
editors. Professor Phillips will continue her affiliation with the journal as Editor 
for Russian language materials, and I, as newly elected Chairman of the lnterna- 
tional Commission on the History of Mathematics, am looking forward to working 
as energetically as I can in the best interests of Historia Mathematics and its 
readers everywhere. 
JOSEPH W. DAUBEN 
Editor 
